
Highly customisable

Easily cleaned and sanitised

Hygienic flooring solution

Tough, durable surface which is 

capable of withstanding pedestrian 

and vehicle traffic

Slip resistant properties

Dust-free

Monarfake is an epoxy resin decorative flooring system used widely in the 
commercial sector. This resin incorporates multi-coloured p.v.c. flakes, 
coloured base resin and a clear resin glaze coat which produces a 
decorative resin floor finish. 

The system itself is highly customisable due to the use of p.v.c. flakes. 
The flakes can be manufactured specially for each individual client in an 
unlimited way to create a blended pattern. 

There are over 200 different colours which can be chosen from by the 
client and using computer software we can produce the blend digitally 
before installation.
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Car showrooms

Reception areas

Retail areas

Convenience stores

Wet rooms

Veterinary practices

Leisure facilities

Canteens

GP practices

School rooms

Domestic and commercial garages

Monarflake provides a customisable attractive floor 

finish in an unlimited range of colour blends. The 

finish of the final floor can also be altered to suit 

preference as either gloss, matt or silk finish.

The slip-resistance of the floor can be altered 

depending on the number of final seal coats applied. 

If a textured floor is required then fewer final coats 

will be applied, this allows the floor to have added 

grip in both wet and dry areas. 

Each blend we make contains on average five different 

colour or glitter effect flakes which are chosen out of over 

200 RAL or British Standard colours. 

The blends can be created using specialised computer 

programmes which can then be approved by the client 

before manufacture. At this stage we can change the 

percentage of the different colours until the perfect blend is 

created. 
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Over 30 years in our trade and over 2,000 successful resin 

flooring projects completed all across the UK

Free technical advice, experienced recommendations 

and professional site surveys

Systems for advanced resin based flooring
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